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The prior progress report covered our research activities through early summer 2007. During the
summer and fall we focused our work on searching for a photoperiodicity effect on Gerbera
flower production. Details on this research will be presented in the final report; here we include
only a summary to describe our progress. 

Most of the work on this project involves studying the plant during the winter months as our
focus is on finding ways to improve winter flower production of Gerbera. So as to make use of
the summer months we also set up a growth chamber study to see if we could find a pattern for
how Gerbera is affected by photoperiod.

It should be noted that photoperiod is the duration where the plants are exposed to light. It is
different from “light integral” which measures the amount of energy that the plants were exposed
to during the photoperiod. Testing for a photoperiod effect is accomplished through the use of
black-cloth covers and incandescent lights which provide enough light to let the plants sense
day-light, but not enough light to contribute significantly to a “light integral”. Gerbera was
reported by Leffring (1973) to have a photoperiodic response; we sought to find how to use this
reponse to improve production.

During the period of this report my key researcher on the project (Seth Swanson) changed jobs.
This did have some effects on the trial, but the outcome was not affected.

Four treatments were imposed in a growth chamber by mounting plants on carts; each cart was
equipped with incandescent bulbs. Impervious plastic was used to keep the light from straying
from one cart to plants on other carts. The idea was to expose all plants to the same amount of
total integrated light, but have plants see this energy in various photoperiods. 

It should be noted that this work was motivated by Theo Blom’s work on potted gerbera where
he claimed to show that photoperiod did affect flower production. We also have a report from
Leffring (1973) suggesting a positive effect from short photoperiods. Blom’s work, however,
was done with assimilation lamps, so that his work is not really a photoperiod study. 

The light levels in our growth chamber were relatively low (compared with outside light); the
result was that the gerbera plants responded by reducing productivity in all treatments. What we
did learn was that at the light levels that we had in the growth chamber, you cannot overcome the
effect from lack of assimilation lighting with photoperiodic lighting.

During the fall I had a student from Japan working in my group who took over from Seth



Swanson. We set up a trial in the greenhouse to check again whether we can induce increases in
flower production through strategically imposed short photoperiods.  Again, the details will be
included in the final report; only a summary is provided here.

As with earlier work in this project, we worked with two varieties: Maja and Passion. These are
known to have different manifestations of the winter production slump.  Our earlier work
suggested that photoperiod might be indeed be a factor, as could some other horticultural
techniques (short-term withholding of nutrients and growth regulator applications). However, we
did not see any dramatic effects from any of the treatments we applied. Thus our focus was to
attempt to screen for treatments that still seemed promising after the first round of trials.

We subjected the plants to 3 photoperiod treatments from Oct 10 to Nov 7 2007. The treatments
consisted of (1) the regular amount of light from sunlight resulting in photoperiod declining from
12 hours to roughly 11 hours, (2) a black-cloth treatment to impose a long night period (8.5 hour
photoperiod) and (3) a black cloth treatment combined with incandescent lighting under the
black cloth for a 13 hour photoperiod. Thus each treatment imposed a different photoperiod
while having roughly the same amount of assimilation light with sunlight.

We carefully monitored productivity before, during and after the treatments. We were
particularly interested in seeing if we would see in the weeks following the treatment the effect
that Leffring mentioned.  Our earlier work in this project suggested that if an effect of the
stimulus were to be seen, then it would show up between 4 and 6 weeks after the imposed
treatment. Unfortunately we did not see any effect at all from these treatments.  

As I had a Japanese researcher in the group I also asked him to dig into the Japanese literature to
see if Japanese researchers had also pursued the issue of photoperiod on Gerbera. This crop is an
important flower crop in Japan and we did indeed find that this same problem has been of
interest to horticulture scientists there. They too sought to confirm Leffring’s 1973 finding.
Unfortunately the Japanese researcher (published as a obscure report in Japanese) had the same
results as us: there does not seem to be a photoperiodic effect on flower production in gerbera.
All the effects that have been noted (other than the work of Leffring) can be explained as a
supplemental lighting effect (boosting production) and we have not seen any reduction in
production with increasing light integral at any level.


